The upper surface of the parasitic layer has two pixelated metallic strips, where each strip has four pixels. The pixels connected via p-i-n diode switches enable to change the current distribution on the antenna providing the desired modes of operation. A prototype RA was characterized indicating an average gain of 8 dB. Measured and simulated impedance and radiation patterns agreed well. The proposed RA offers an efficient solution by using less number of switches compared to other RAs. The system level simulations for a 5G orthogonal frequency division multiple access system show that the RA improves capacity/coverage tradeoff significantly, where the RA modes and users are jointly determined to create proper beamwidth and directivity at the access point antennas. For a hotspot scenario, the presented RA provided 29% coverage and 16% capacity gain concurrently.
the use of the wireless medium. Reconfigurable antennas (RAs) capable of dynamically changing their properties, e.g., radiation pattern, operational frequency, and polarization, have received a great deal of attention [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In particular, the RAs with radiation pattern reconfigurability help improve the system performance [13] , communication security, and energy efficiency by directing signals toward the intended directions while reducing interference in unintended directions [14] . The gains with RA systems are typically achieved at the cost of increased structural (or hardware) and algorithmic (or software) complexities as compared to a legacy single-function antenna system. Therefore, it is critical to design and implement an RA equipped communication system where the hardware and software complexities are kept at minimal, and this is the main motivation behind this paper. An RA system that is capable of joint beam steering and beamwidth control enables the network to respond to spatial user variations in a dynamical manner, which is prominent for many 5G use case scenarios [15] . In particular, hotspot and ultradense deployment, and the associated spatiotemporal user and traffic variations for typical 5G technologies [16] [17] [18] require the radio access network to dynamically control its coverage area [19] [20] [21] . The RA of this paper facilitates the creation of a multitude of element radiation patterns that can be used to reshape the coverage area as desired in accordance with the network and channel variations.
There are a number of approaches for accomplishing antenna reconfigurability [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . The approach adopted in [30] [31] [32] provides an efficient solution by separating the driven antenna from a reconfigurable parasitic layer. In [30] , a reconfigurable parasitic pixel layer placed in the near field of the driven antenna is utilized to change the reactive loading with nine different beam steering modes. This paper introduced a relatively simple method for pattern reconfiguration, albeit with a large number of switches (e.g., at least 12 p-i-n diodes) resulting in manufacturing complexity and reduced antenna gain due to the ohmic losses of diodes. Another approach to control antenna pattern is to employ partially reflective surface (PRS) in the vicinity of a driven antenna. It is shown in [33] [34] [35] that the beamwidth of the antennas employing PRSs can be dynamically controlled by changing the reflective properties of the surface. These antennas offer high gain at the cost of using a large number of varactor diodes to tune the surface impedance. While several designs exist for beam steering, a few studies have been carried out to perform beam steering and beamwidth variability simultaneously on a single-antenna architecture [9] , [36] , [37] .
The RA presented in this paper employs a structure similar to the one in [30] , and is capable of both beam steering and beamwidth control while requiring a small number of switches, where only six switches are used. This RA can steer its main beam into nine different directions and achieve three distinct 3 dB beamwidths in three planes corresponding to a total of 12 modes of operation. In addition, this paper proposes to use the RA in conjunction with a practical mode selection and user scheduling scheme that enables this RA for use in 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 5G and beyond cellular access where orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is employed at 5 GHz band [38] , [39] . For example, system level simulations assuming 5G urban micro deployment scenarios indicates that the presented RA, when used at the access points (APs), can provide up to 29% coverage gain and 16% capacity gains at the same time. The presented RA architecture (hardware) along with its control algorithm (software) enabling to choose the optimal modes of operation (the 3 dB beamwidth and beam steering direction) with respect to the dynamically changing spatial user deployments are designed and implemented with minimal hardware and software complexities, and this is the main novelty of this paper.
II. ANTENNA STRUCTURE AND WORKING MECHANISM

A. Geometry of the Antenna System
The RA, the schematics of which are shown in Fig. 1 , consists of three main layers, namely feed, driven antenna (aperture coupled patch), and parasitic layers. Aperture coupled antenna offers a relatively broad bandwidth and a high degree of freedom in impedance tuning [40] . The radiating patch is placed on the top surface of the antenna layer, where a microstrip line with 50 characteristic impedance and a ground plane with an etched aperture slit are formed on the bottom and top surfaces of the feed layer, respectively. Both antenna and feed layers use Rogers R04003C substrate [41] , which has been chosen for its mechanical robustness (tensile strength = 139 MPa), low cost and good electrical properties ( 0 = 3.55, tan δ = 0.0027). The desired band of operation has been achieved by jointly optimizing the driven patch, size, and position of the aperture, the stub length (microstrip line extension beyond aperture) and substrates' thicknesses.
The parasitic layer structure, which is formed by a RO4003C substrate of 0.41 mm thickness supported by four vertical posts with 6.59 mm thickness at its four corners, is placed on top of the driven antenna layer. The main role of this structure is to provide a mechanical support for the parasitic layer, where the 6.59 mm air gap underneath acts as a low loss medium. The upper surface of the parasitic layer has two pixelated metallic strips where each strip comprises four equally spaced rectangular metallic pixels (active pixels). The metallic strips are placed symmetrically with respect to the center of the driven patch. A grid of 3 × 5 square metallic pixels (passive pixels), which are not interconnected, is placed between the two pixel strips. This pixel grid acts as PRS [33] whose surface impedance reduces the reactive component of input impedance in the driven antenna, and thereby improving the impedance matching of the RA. The multiple reflections resulting from the PRS increase the gain of the RA in the broadside direction. In terms of beam steering, the variation of current distribution over the passive pixels of the PRS surface is negligible when the active pixels are connected/disconnected by turning ON/OFF the p-i-n diodes. Therefore the PRS surface does not play any significant role in steering the main beam The rectangular metallic pixels in each strip are connected via p-i-n diode switches, which are controlled by dc voltages applied through control lines placed on the bottom surface of the parasitic substrate. The plated vertical vias, which run through the parasitic substrate, connect the control lines on the bottom surface to the p-i-n diode switches on the top surface. The typical biasing mechanism of the RAs has been explained in detail in our previous works [4] , [30] . As shown in the magnified section of Fig. 1(a) , a dc grounding inductor has been placed between each pair of adjacent pixels to provide a common dc ground for the interconnecting p-i-n diode. To ensure proper RF and dc isolation, a dc blocking capacitor has been used between the p-i-n diode and the dc-grounded pixel. RF chokes have also been used in the bias lines to minimize RF current and, hence, undesired mutual coupling effects of the bias lines with the radiating element. The complete bias circuit for the p-i-n diode is shown in Fig. 1(b) , which was designed to provide a constant 10 mA current to the p-i-n diode at 1.3 V while in ON state.
An electromagnetic (EM) full-wave analysis tool [42] was used to determine the geometrical dimensions of the overall structure and surface mount device (SMD) component values resulting in the desired beam steering and beamwidth variability capabilities. The critical geometrical dimensions and the manufacturer details of the SMD components are provided in Tables I and II .
B. Working Mechanism
The working mechanism of the RA can be explained based on the classical Yagi-Uda principle [43] [44] [45] , where the EM energy is coupled from driven element through space into parasitic dipoles resulting in a directional beam. A microstrip Yagi antenna capable of tilting its main beam away from broadside direction, where a driven patch antenna and parasitically coupled reflector and director patches are all placed in the same horizontal plane, was developed [46] .
In the presented RA, a driven patch antenna is mutually coupled with two reconfigurable pixelated parasitic strips that are placed above the driven element, with vertical distance between driven antenna layer and parasitic layer being 0.12λ at 5 GHz (as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 ). Since a patch antenna radiates primarily in its broadside direction, this configuration increases the energy coupling with the parasitic elements. The effective electrical lengths of the parasitic strip elements are changed by switching ON/OFF the interconnecting p-in diodes, making them to act either reflector or director, thus beam steering is obtained. Similar to the case of wire antennas, a parasitic patch element with slightly longer length compared to the resonant element acts as a reflector while that with slightly shorter length acts as director [46] . The parasitic element acting as director or reflector presents capacitive or inductive effect, respectively, which changes the phases of the surface current densities on the parasitic and driven elements. This phase difference causes the main beam of the RA to be steered away from its broadside direction.
Based on the above-mentioned basic EM principles, the total far-field radiation pattern of the RA structure shown in Fig. 2 (a) can be expressed as [47] 
In (1), I n , n = 1, 2 and 3, is the complex current value for element n and k 0 is the free space phase constant at 5 GHz. The lateral distance between driven and each parasitic element is d = 20 mm, and vertical separation between the driven antenna and parasitic layers is h = 7 mm. The field pattern of the RA elements in isolation can be approximated using the radiation pattern of a typical patch antenna [48] ,where F i (θ ) for i = 1, 2, 3 are given as follows:
In (2) and (3) 
The complex currents, I n , n = 1, 2, and 3, are calculated by integrating the magnetic fields H 1 , H 2 , and H 3 along the closed curves C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 containing element surfaces as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Calculated current ratios for obtaining the radiation patterns, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c), corresponding Let us use (1) and first describe the principle of beam steering in xz plane, where the beam steering in all other planes can be easily explained based on this. As depicted in Fig. 2(a) , when the switches S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 are turned ON, and S 4 , S 5 , and S 6 are turned OFF, the effective electrical length of the element 2 becomes larger and that of element 3 becomes smaller than the length of the driven element 1. Induced currents in the parasitic elements are proportional to the effective electrical lengths, and hence I 2 I 3 . The individual size of a parasitic pixel has been optimized such that I 3 ≈ 0. Therefore, in this case, (1) can be simplified as
Equation (4) represents the total field pattern of a two-element linear array with individual element patterns of F 1 (θ ) and F 2 (θ ) and excitation currents of I 1 and I 2 . Also, notice that the array axis, on which the centers of the elements are placed, is the x-axis. The excitation currents I 1 and I 2 are complex numbers, where their ratio can be expressed as
where X is the magnitude and γ is the phase of the current ratio. By substituting (5) into (4), we obtain the following:
While F 1 and F 2 are not identical, they have been obtained from same equation [see (2) and (3)]. Therefore, they have similar patterns, which can be taken to be approximately same,
, for the ease of analysis. The parasitic elements have been optimized such that |I 1 | ≈ |I 2 |, and hence |X| ≈ 1. Now, (6) can further be simplified as
It can be readily observed that (7) is the array factor of a two-element linear array consisting of element 2 (parasitic) and element 1 (driven antenna) of which centers lie on the x-axis, which is the array axis. The beam steering is performed in the plane that contains and is orthogonal to the array axis, which is the xz plane. In (7), γ is the phase gradient that controls the steering angle of the main beam of 
the array, which in this case is the RA. With this analysis, it can be readily seen that while turning S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 ON, and keeping S 4 , S 5 , and S 6 in OFF state steers the beam toward +x-direction, keeping S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 in OFF state, and turning S 4 , S 5 , and S 6 ON steers the beam toward −x-direction. The corresponding representative radiation patterns for these cases are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) .
By using (1)- (7), one can see that the beam steering along +u-and −u-axes are achieved, when the centers of array elements lie on the u-axis, i.e., the array axis is u-axis. For beam steering toward +u-direction, switch S 6 is turned ON and all other switches are turned OFF, and for beam steering toward −u-direction, switch S 1 is turned ON and all other switches are turned OFF. The corresponding patterns are shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) . In an analogous way, the beam steering along v-axis, i.e., toward +v-and −v-directions, can be explained, where the corresponding patterns are as shown in Fig. 4(e) and (f) .
The beam steering along the y-axis can be achieved by creating an array geometry where the parasitic elements and the driven element are aligned along both the u-and v-axes (see Fig. 3 ). In this case, the resultant field pattern becomes the vector summation of the patterns along u-and v-axes, thus one can obtain a steered beam pattern along y-axis. This can be accomplished in two ways: 1) switches S 3 and S 6 are turned ON and all other switches are kept in the OFF state, thereby element 4 parasitic and element 1 driven patch are aligned along v-axis, and element 5 parasitic and element 1 driven patch are aligned along u-axis. This configuration results in beam steering toward −y-direction, and 2) switches S 1 and S 4 are turned ON and all other switches are kept in the OFF state, thereby beam is steered toward +y-direction. The corresponding patterns are shown in Fig. 4(g) and (h) .
The 3 dB beamwidth of the presented RA can be broadened in yz plane by turning all the switches ON. In this case, the induced current magnitudes in both elements 2 and 3 become close (|(I 2 /I 1 )| = |(I 3 /I 1 )| = 0.8) to element 1. Elements 1, 2, and 3 form a linear array along x-axis, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Due to the phase differences between the element currents, the resultant radiation pattern using (1) can be shown to broaden the 3 dB beamwidth in yz plane compared to the case where all switches are in OFF state corresponding to a patch pattern with a narrow beamwidth. The corresponding representative radiation patterns for narrow and broad beam widths are shown in Fig. 4 (i) and (j), respectively.
III. PROTOTYPE CHARACTERIZATION AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES A. Measurement and Simulation Results
A prototype RA was fabricated based on the standard printed circuit board fabrication processes and measured to validate the theoretical analyses and simulated results. Fig. 5 shows the photograph of the RA measurement setup where the six p-i-n diode switches interconnecting the adjacent pixels are numbered in order to identify the switch status for each mode of operation. The switch configurations and associated modes of operation are shown in Table III .
The measurements included the reflection coefficients and realized gain patterns, which are cut at 5 GHz, for all 12 modes of operations. For the gain patterns, only the copol components are plotted as the cross-pol components are at least −10 dB less than the copol components. The simulated and measured results for modes 1-9 are shown in Figs. 6-10 with good agreement between simulations and measurements. For all these modes, the common bandwidth covers 4.9-5.1 GHz band, and the maximum realized gain of ∼8 dB is achieved. Fig. 11(a) shows the variations of simulated realized gains at the associated steered angles (θ = −40 • and 40 • , for modes 2 and 3, respectively) with respect to frequency. These results demonstrate that the steered angles are maintained and gains stay reasonably flat over the entire frequency band for both modes. In Fig. 11(b) , the simulated axial ratios with respect to frequency are shown for modes 2 and 3, indicating that the RA maintains linear polarization over the entire 4.9-5.1 GHz band. Other modes show similar behavior in terms of gain flatness and polarization purity. Fig. 11(c) shows the effect of the parasitic layer on the copol and crosspol patterns of the RA. While the cross-pol pattern remains relatively unchanged (<−20 dB), the small reduction in the copol component can be attributed to the RF losses of the p-i-n diodes and the bias circuitry. The beamwidth variability modes, i.e., modes [10] [11] [12] The efficiency of the RA has been measured, where the efficiency with parasitic layer reduces to 81% compared to 95% without the parasitic layer, which corresponds to the efficiency of the driven patch antenna. This reduction can be attributed to the RF losses of the p-i-n diodes, associated bias circuitry and the parasitic substrate.
B. Performance of Proposed RA in OFDMA System
The availability of multiple radiation patterns with an RA results in different signal strength coverages complicating its utilization in cellular networks. Here, we develop a method to utilize the proposed RA for a 5G cellular communication system employing OFDMA-based transmission. With OFDMA, selection of the RA mode (i.e., radiation pattern) in conjunction with user scheduling is critical to cultivate the frequency selective scheduling gains along with the spatial diversity provided by the RA mode optimization.
1) System Model: Assume a wireless network of N APs each with S sectors amounting to a total of N S cells. We assume that each cell is equipped with the RA that can create M different radiation patterns whose complex field is B j (θ, φ; μ) with μ ∈ {1, . . . , M} denoting the index of the RA mode at cell j . The users are randomly distributed within the cell's coverage area, and each user is equipped with a standard half-wavelength dipole antenna. Let us investigate a single cell serving L users,
represent the channel gain from AP RA (with mode-μ n ) to the U l at time t n and frequency f k .
We consider the OFDMA transmission scheme described in 3GPP TS 38.211 [49] with a subcarrier spacing of f = 15 KHz. For resource block-b (RB-b) in a single frequency (SF) (consisting of N sc subcarriers and with a duration of T SF secs), the instantaneous achievable throughput (using the Shannon capacity formula) can be obtained for U l as 1
where σ 2 k,n is the interference plus noise power at subcarrier (k, n), P j is the transmit power at serving cell, and 
wherer l (b; μ) is the instantaneous achievable throughput estimated based on the pilot subcarriers in the RB, andR l is the average throughput. Note that with a fixed RA mode at the AP, the PF scheduler maximizes the sum of logarithms of the rates of the users corresponding to that mode.
2) Mode Selection and Scheduling:
Each RA mode creates a different signal-to-noise ratio distribution, and thus, results in different long-term rates for each user. This complicates an exact derivation of the PF scheduler. Here, we develop a mode-aware modified PF scheduler that imposes a constraint mode (μ * )maximizing the weighted sum-rate, that is,
where U μ ⊆ U is the user subset that are allowed to be scheduled when the RA assumes mode μ. The members and size of U μ determine a tradeoff between the gains due to frequency selective scheduling and the pattern optimization. To achieve this for each mode, we propose signal strengthbased subset selection scheme
where g l (μ) = E n { k h l (n, k; μ) 2 } is the average channel power for U l , and g th ∈ [0, 1] is a threshold parameter controlling the cardinality of U μ . Note that this scheme first determines the set of suitable RA modes for each user (e.g., modes that can provide acceptable signal quality to the user), and then for each mode, aggregates the users that can be served by that mode. This approach ensures that each user can be served using at least one RA mode when g th > 0, and by any of the modes when g th = 0.
3) Numerical Examples: System level simulation parameters for the network are provided in Table IV . Two spatial user deployments are studied: 1) uniform user density where users are dropped uniformly within the coverage area and 2) hotspot deployment where users are dropped within 20 m of cluster centers that are spatially randomly distributed.
Performance is analyzed for three cases: APs employ 1) legacy patch antennas; 2) RAs where UEs report the strongest mode; and 3) RAs where UEs report modes having signal strength within 3 dB of the strongest mode. Fig. 15(a) compares the radiation patterns for various RA modes and the patch antenna in a typical cell serving several UEs for the hotspot scenario. It is seen that the RA can provide an enhanced set of beam patterns that can be adapted to spatial UE or traffic distribution. Average capacity-coverage performance for the two deployment cases is illustrated in Fig. 15(b) . The coverage is defined as the 5 percentile of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of per-user rates. It is seen that for both deployment scenarios, the RA system achieves superior capacity/coverage tradeoff against the system using legacy patch antennas. For example, the RA system can provide up to 29% coverage/16% capacity improvement for hotspot scenario and up to 25% coverage/14% capacity improvement for the case of uniform user distribution. The improvements are pronounced more for hotspot scenarios as beam steering and beamwidth control can provide better signal coverage to the hotspot areas while maintaining lower interference to unintended users. The results with g th = 0 indicates that when a user is served with the RA mode providing the strongest signal quality (e.g., corresponding to activation of average four modes in each cell under the studied scenarios), the system can achieve significant improvements. In this case, the gains are mainly due to the pattern control offered by the RA. With lower g th values, the gains from multiuser diversity is enhanced for each RA mode, and along with the gains from RA pattern diversity, further improvement is obtained.
A comparison between the presented RA and similar other RAs in terms of the number of modes generated, number of switches used, and RA properties such as beam steering capability, beamwidth variability, pattern purity, average gain, etc., is given in Table V . It can be observed that the RA of this paper is advantageous for achieving larger number of modes per the number of switches used. In particular, compared to [30] , this RA does not only provide larger number of modes with less number of switches, greater beam steering range, and better pattern purity but also the average antenna gain, which is 8 dB, is increased by ∼1.5 dB. Note that the largest average gain of 14.7 dB for work presented in [37] uses a 1×2 antenna array as its driven element, thereby having a complex driven antenna structure. While this paper achieves analog beam steering with a range of ∼ 20 • and small beamwidth variability, the 1 × 2 array structure with phase shifters and the PRS with exceedingly large number of varactors and associated biasing circuitry results in very complex antenna structure and high RF losses. Another significant advantage of the RA presented in this paper compared to the ones given in Table V is that the proposed control algorithm enables to choose the optimal modes of operation (the 3 dB beamwidth and beam steering direction) in an efficient way with respect to the dynamically changing spatial user deployments.
IV. CONCLUSION
A new parasitic coupling-based RA design that can provide beam steering and beamwidth control on a single compact antenna platform is developed. The proposed RA can generate nine beam steering and three beamwidth variable modes. With a novel RA mode-aware PF scheduling scheme that jointly determines the RA pattern and scheduled users, the proposed RA can provide significant improvements against the system using legacy patch antennas, e.g., up to 29% coverage and 16% throughput gains for a hotspot scenario. The improvements are critical for 5G wireless access where extreme broadband along with ubiquitous coverage is mandated by the 5G requirements. The presented RA architecture (hardware) along with its control algorithm (software) enabling to choose the optimal modes of operation (the 3 dB beamwidth and beam steering direction) with respect to the dynamically changing spatial user deployments are designed and implemented with minimal hardware and software complexities. We conclude that designing RAs in conjunction with signaling schemes and network requirements with low overhead is essential to optimize overall system performance. 
